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thirteen Compete
In Queen Contest

By JACK GALLAGHER
The names of 43 candidates for the throne of 1950 Alumni HomeNumber 12 =ming Queen were entered by 22 campus social and independent
organizations, Bob Baron,- chairman of the contest, said last night.
4
The Homecom;ng Queen will be chosen by the popular vote of
ASB members at the regular student election on Oct. 20. The con-- --- 7’test will be first in a series of
events which featu-re the annual
alumni hOmecoMing - program,
The Queen -elect will ride on the
student body float in the evening’
parade ’which the alumni associa.
A nomination assembly, will be lion
will stage in downtown San
held to name candidates for 1.1
Nov. 9.
on
ASII offices, beginning at 3:30 I Jose
o’clock this afternoon in the au-1" -She will reign over the homeditorium. Members of the Slit - c,oming bonfire rally at the Santa
dept. court will conduct the asIC lora coauty fairgrounds on Nov.
9, and over the homecoming foot.
; Offices open for nominations are boil game bets’ yen’ SJS and Si.
one male and UM female sopbo- !
,Mary’;:o in ’Spartan stadium on more justice on the Studeot court
’"191."
vice
and the offices of Ifi-e^iderft,
"rhecandidates and their sponpi.) sident, secretary and treasurer
! soring organizations are: Joyce
for-t-hr-saphemoser-ion),,r and
Ntarren, Alpha (’lit Omega and
ior classes.
: Delta Sigma Phi; Mona Logan.
(x)To be eligible for the court
Kappa Phi and Sigma Pi; Norm
sit ions, the candidates mtlst be Vesco, Pi Kappa Alpha; Anne TerASH members on clear standing, maine, Cathillic Women’s Center;
been enrolled at SJS for at least . Pat Burke, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
one year, and completed at least ; and Delta Gamma; Jean Martin.
39 and OM More Than -69 units. I Alpha -Tau Omega and Chi -Omega_
Marty Darrow, Kappa Kappa
Candidates for class officers
Amared Gamma and Delta. Upsilon; Pat
_r_Trm,,t_bt. AS
Cmtsnont, Delia- Zt
I members of their class, on clear
Al :4,44mdiog net more than six units Sigma Kappa; Nicki liodgins,
Chi
deficient, and holders of no other "rPha "Qtnier" Pi-and-Lamda
Alpha; Jody Bartlett, Alpha Phi
ASS office. An ASH office is deand Delta Sigma Gamma; June
fined by Lud Spolvar, Student
Ferreira. Gamma Phi Beta: Bar,
council member, as being. "Anyl
bar:, Lindquist, Sigma Kappa and
office, elective or appointive, called !
Theta Mu Sigma, and Alice Dougherty. Kappa Alpha and Kappa AlCourt officers who will super- pha Theta.
Rules governing the contest will
vise the nomination assembly are
Pat Goulder, junior justice; Bev- lw released next Vl’eck, according
erly Etter, sophomore justice, and to Fhiron. Organizations sponsor, Lawky__ _Rogers_ _ ne.wipappoirtied ing candidatc.s have ,been sent
I cook- of the rules..
Ljunior justico.

Assembly To Name
ASII Candidates

Loyola’s three-pronged attack
ran he seen here in bold display.
Jordon Olivar (lower right)
head coach, John McKenna.
(upper left) line mentor, arid
Don Klosterman, 14(.e passing
quarterback. will lead, the Lions
. against the Spartans at the
Stadium.toniglit.

-x

-;

Rally Committee Signs
Strip Teaser for Game
By JIM DOWNS
Our progressive Rally committee, headed by fc3rIess Ed Mosher,
is malting rapid-strides- toward bigger and better things for halF-time
stunts. but we gotta confess that the above headline is a great big
nasty lie, a hoax, that is. But ... ah, ah, ah, ahaaaa . . . harii4
.

Pick p Football.
Tickets by 4 p.m.

-*readers. we got more to tell’ya!
As soon as your nvu-natts- find
their was back into their socket’s.
and you gain your composure,
please read calmly on.

Students must pick up their
_ Iiekets to the Loyola AMC before
4 p.m. today in Room 16 or my
regular tickets to get in the game.
the Graduate_ Manager’s office
warns.
The student tickets ale free to
ASR card holders. Tickets are
on sale to the general public at
the Graduate. Manager’s office
and regular downtown agencies
for $2.40.

Tit e W eather
Prediction tur today: 48-88.
That’s not the score for tonight,
but a low of 48, a high of 88. Most
likely though, high will be closer .
to 83, give or take a couple of
knotches. Yesterday hit 90 here.
97 in Fresno and 103 in .Phoenix.
in case anyone’s interested, and’
if you are, why?
Prediction for tomorrow: It will ;
be Saturday, becoming Sunday ;
around midnight.

Of Course. lovers of good journalism all over the world will
*I-nee-Rs-they read this and old
Joe Pulitzer’s ghost will probably
haunt us forever, but" you must
re:alit), that we have a problem.
This problem of ours is you,
that not-so:rare colonial specie
of honm sapiens known as a college xtudenthody. ’We want you
to read this story well, and we
Dud a hint of sev ’,mild do the
trick.
As you know, we -the-Spartan’
Daily- -are sponsoring Dads’ ’Day’
which is _today, right ,now! And,
the affair stretches into this evening when ourpoppas will be honored by various card stunts,
at the game.
All the big shots on campus
seem to !rive liked our Idea,
and. already there is talk of
making the event an annual affair. The Spartan Daily hope.
In the future hi ha e a banquet
- (Continued On page 21

LET"S GO to the LoyolaSJS ;plow, dad," says JOI. OHer Jr. to his father .1. S. Oli41 %et. Sr.. The Spartan Dailysponsored Dads’ Night game
has bred called the "battle of
tI.,’ week". Tonight, Friday,
Oct. 13, bids evil bode for Lions.
photo by J. Arthur Gmelin.
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(alif. Voters
To Question
Property Tax

Thrust and
parry
dof Petitions-Lauded
Y.ttry

(This is the first in a series
Published daily by the Associated Students of Sin Jose Stets college, except Saturday and
four stories on proposition S apSunday durina the college year with one Issue during each final esamination week.

Mamba

AssocWettrblre6sote Miss

Sophs Sponsor
Game Dance

pearing on the Nov. 7 Califoyia
election ballot.)
-1
By LLOYD LAPHAM

UP,
SACRAMENTO, 0(1..12
Office: Publications Building (59)) on E. San Canos street.
Press of the Globe Printing Co" 1445 S. First street, San Jose
-California voters will get a
Advertising Dept., Est. 21i chance No’. 7 to say whether they
Editorial, Ext. 210
Telephones: CYpress 4 - 6414
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year Of Si per quarter for non ASB card holders. want to quit paying taxes on perBILL FRANCISBusiness Manager sonal property; like I-.ousehold
JACK RUSSELL--Editor
goods and possibly automobiles.
But opponents of the ProposiThad Spinola
Make-up Editor this issue
tion one on the election ballot,
say there is a catch. They. say the
citic% and counties need the estimated $1,500,000 irivol ved - and Will
get it with other taxes if neces,
sary.
The proposition would prohibit
reFt,weeks in San Joie State college s history the state, counties, cities, and
One ci the i
other governmental units from
-nd, with the first iir:nual Father-Son game tonight.
personal property. The
-Thc., week began with the defeat of the Broncos. We hope it _taxing
State doesn’t tax the personal
San
though,,
Whatever
happens.
-n+, with the defeat of the Lions.
property now, hut It’s is big
e State ha; arrived a.; a major athletic power. We received that source of revenue for Ow 10c111
let spring hut it took a victory over the Orange Bowl chem- governments.
,

EDITORIALS

Committee to Procure More Culture of SJS

Dear Oros( and
Congratulations on Viednesday’s editorial proposing that
nomination by petition- he adopted by the x1S11.
The nomination procedure using petitions would do away with
the farce known as the SJS
nomination assembly. The nomination assembly at State serves
no other purpose than to mere:;
ly tabulate a list of names of
those who would like to run for
office.
The petition system would
eliminate this waste of time.
and, In addition would- narrow
down the list of candidates to
those who are interested enough
to go out :inn get the proposed
50 names.
Jim Porter ASB 319’.

The after-game dance tonight,
sponsored by the sophomore class,
will end at 12:30 a.m. Instead of
I tent. as previously ann
The event begins at 10:30 tonight
in the San Jose high school gymnasium.
According to Joey Baldwin,
chairman, there will LiC. signs
posted near the gym to -direct
those unfamiliar with its location’
on the SJS campus.- Admission
is 35 cents per person.

Frosh Meets Monday ,
A change in plai:s has resulted
in the combining of all three
Freshman "Y" clubs to one Monday night meeting, according to
James A. Marlin,. executive .secre,
tary of the Student "Y."
First .meeting of the combined
;group will be lield Monday at 7::o
p.m. at the Student ."Y,"
Seventh street.

are strictly a

bunch of big brutes,
and our own Spatians have
7’ tkothledly reached bil.,7time foot(Continuertrom j!oz,.., 1)
ba:l.
And if yfai hats’
trfkuide,
as the special event honoring
. ;or to drTncn,ti-syla it io the skeptical sp_:..ris.writers _and football
_just flash this headline in front
our dads.
osit
ion
is the United Taxpayey.
loert!
And, we earnestly ask you to of his eyes . . . hand him his coat
the Spartans have definitely coMe of age in the athletic Inc. That group joined in -a ballot bring your dads this evening.
. . and hope he becumes_s en n
aiming tha
. ,sr d
You should have little trouble grossed in the game that he will
tracle
and
development
will
inWith much les fanfa[e and in a quiet atmosphere more appro- crease if the
alxmf. our -stripper- lty- hall -convincing him that he will .have
proposition is ap7riate to an educational institution- our -college tookanother-large. proved.
a good time. The Loyola Lions ; time!
er.: forward last wed. It was not accompanied by banner headlines
Profit Negative
The group also argues that it
.1The Student Council has formed a skeleton committee under the costs nearly as much to assess and
-1irection of Mary Lou Carli. It is called the Cultural committee. Its collect taxes on personal propthe taxes yield.
-urpose Will be to arrange for guest speakers, artists, and lecturers to ertyAnas imposing
list of organizaappear at San Jose State college ’for the benefit of the student body. tions is opposing the proposition.
Every college aspiring to higher educational standards has set Included are the State Chamber
up such a program whereby the students can receive cutturat and of Commerce, the Farm Bureau
federation, the California Supereducational material aside from the classrooms..
visors association and the Calibehind
nntit
in
lagged
thi&...matier
has
Statedcollege
San Jose
fornia Teachers association.
,ecently. The Committee hopes to obtain a faculty adviser in the
They argue that a few business-,ear future.
es which operate witTiolif muh
Plans are being formulated to secure a guest concert series, not real property but a lot of eguir
’n competition with the downtown San Jose offerings, but rather aimed ment and merchandise in stock
would get the main benefit from
directly at the college faculty member and student.
the proposition.
Musical artists such as Burl Ives, the Alma Trio, or Yehudi MenuBatik Tax Cut
hin could be scheduled, as could thespians such as Charles Laughton
Banks would have their state
who was such a smash hit at the Roosevelt Junior High school audi- tax cut nearly in half, they my,
and the state "in lieu" tax ran
.orium two weeks ago.
Historians like Arnold Tevnbee would also speak here on tour if automobiles probably would be
out.
-he proper arrangements were carried out by an established com- wiped
Another controversial - -propogi--mittee supported by funds:
tion on the ballot is No: 10. It
We would like to add our 100 per cent support to the Student would regUire a vote in the city or
county affected before, a low rent
Council in the organization of this committee.
housing project could be started
It a mighty important week that is now ending.
with federal or state aid.
"Time after time in the post
9
year,- u ballot pamphlet argument favoring the proposition
Loyoia-San Jose State football line-ups and write-up. See page
says, "California communities
have had public housing projects
How does it feel to Score 4 TD’s and make over 200 yards
forced upon them without refrom scrimmage? . . . See Harry Beck story.
See Page
gard either to the wishes or the
I’resident Paul Pitman’s inauguration to be held tomorrow
citizens or community needs."
See page 3
The argument is signed by State
Fraternities and sororities discuss "Fraternity Bow"
See page. 4 Senator Earl Desmond
of SacraSee page 10 mento and Frederick C. DockDr. McCallum’s 80 daughters
See page 10 Weiler, Los Angeles attorney.
Junior Journalist takes over father’s desk.
Opponents of the proposition
4111
111111weleeniresse
contend there is enough of a check
on housing projects now, since the
city council or county board of
supervisors have to approve them.
They say the elections would take
time and cost money, citing a
5."
al’041:IEET THEIR
$400,000 cost for a special election
in Los Angeles.
State Senator Chris Jespersen of
Atascadero heads the committee
against the proposition.

Committee
Rally Coin

WARNER’S ’i Veil Of Youthfi
girdles and pantie girdles
4-3,10

Opera TOW. illeetti
Everything you may want in co-ordinated
sweater and skirt outfits for Fall. Sweaters of wool and rabbits hair, Cashmere
and lambs wool of our famous Premier
Cashmeres in pullover and cardigan
styles.

Skirts in every smart style to

match or blended to complement each
other. Every jewel-bright shade you
could want is included in our extensive
assortment.

Pullovers 4.95 to
14.95
Cardigans
7.95 ’to 16.95
Wool Skirts,.
7.95 to 25.00

Students who wish to attend
"The Magic Flute" by Mozart,
at the San Francisco opera house
tonight, are to meet in front of
the Student. Union at q:43 p.m.,
announced Dr. William H.,,rmanns.
Admission is $2.40, and students
must furnish their own transportation to San Francisco. Students
without automobiles may secure
rides with those who have cars,
but must share expgnses._
San Jose State college or Dr.
’llermanns assumes no responsibility whatsoever.

Students Audition

OPEN
TONIGHT
’TIL NINE

Tryouts for two one-act plays to
be held Nov. 16 and 17 in the
Studio theater will take place
Monday and Tuesday of next week,
Mr. John R. Kerr, faculty director, announced Friday.
Any student Interested in auditioning may obtain scripts from
the speech office, Room 57, opposite the Little Theater.

Not only is Warner’s airy Veil Of Youth elastic an
unexcelled tummy-trimmer and hip-slimmer;
through Warner’s prottuction know-how, Veil Of
Youth now comes in girdles and pantie girdles at
tiniest-budget prices. Warner’s famous 3 -Way-Sizing assures you perfect fit--choose your ideal hip.
size, your length. the control you want. Warner’s
bras are sized 3 -Ways, too-- in your cup-size, band
width -and uplift. Choose. yours today!

Sketched left: Warner’s Veil Of Youth girdle,
satin elastic front, back. Colors, sizes
Warner’s rayon satin bra, (plated underbur
Colors, sizes
$2.50 .
yule
Sketched right: Warner’s Veil Of Youth
-g irdle. Detachable garters. Color, sizes
$2.00
Warner’s broadcloth strapless bra, Alencon-typt
lace hpst sections. Color, sizes
$15.00
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Dr. Paul M. Pitman Takes Over
As College of Idaho President

Silver RuleClub
Adds Tea Names
To Coveted List
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Floats. Highlight Parade

An evening downtown pkiradei fleet the best interests of the
Dr. Paul M. Pitman, former dean of men here, Al be officially
names were added to the ’bill he- dor of ftrc- fright-is-Ida of r.fugs. 3S ill not be. licmcd iu
Ten
installed ps president of the College of Idaho at Caldwell tomorrow. colieted Silver Rule ckib ntember- the 1950 Alumni Homecoming, .ac-,parade.
The inauguration will take place at 3 p.m. on the Vandals’ campus, t ship yesterday afternoon, in a cording to Jerry Schmidt, chairand a party of college, and university representatives will leave at 6 j one minute ceremony in the ad- man of the event.
. i Jri4s.(1 AbusileosusP’ncieoil-11,sisstttitnsigenotsf,
vertising department of the Spar- . The paiade. NVilit’il will be con- ulty members, and alumni
<4a.m,

Calif. Students To
Hold Conference
4.

A Northern Regional conference for college students in northern .California will be held Oct.
20-22 inclusive, at Camp Camp_ bell,ldor Creek, according to
_ James A. Martin, executive secretaty of. the Student "Y."
Daily discussions will be held
on various. topies. Some of the
topics which will, be discussed
include: "What do you know
about the sOurce of the Christian
faith?"; "What could make this
faith a compelling- and impelling
force’ today?"; "Can you apply
this faith to personal problems
CO
I II III
and politi,
cal issues?"; and "What might
happen to the world today if you
- Total cost of the wee4 end
will lie $5. A registration fee
must ate deptisited at the
naval._ "V.," 22 S. Seventh
,1 reef, by I p.m. this afternoon.
Late rrgistrations will be *wedged, hot an additional "late
50 Celli% Will be charged.
_

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

Sfsturday from the San
!Francisco airport in a private
plane to be on hand for the
ceremony.’
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, presi.dell- of San Jose State college.
Will
represent SJSC and the
Western College association. Ile
left this morning for Caldwell,
hut will stop off momentarily in
Sacramento.
While at Caldwell Dr. MacQuattrle will ’see the College of
Idaho-Whitman college football
game under the lights on the
Vandal gridiron.
Among those who NM be
aboard the private ‘plane, which
is being seri from Idaho to pick
them up, are: The Rev. Stephen
C. Peabody of San Jose, representing Union Theological Seminary, New York; Dr. William II.
representing .Stanford
university; the Rev. James A.
King_Univtrsity of Santa Clara:,
Mrs. Melvin NIaderis- of San Jose.
Pitman’s sister, who will
represent the LniersitY
of (’alifornia; Dr. Lyle Downey of. San
Jose, representing the University ,
of Iowa; A. C. Beeson, representing Principia school of St. loins:
NIrs. Berion.
nt ing 71-11-vsill,. slat,. Teaehets rollia4e. St.
!Amis., Marsh ciicl Eli/iik.th pit._
Man, 1)r. and Mrs. Pitman’s
children.
1)1., Aliiiee-y A
of the ilivision
i1,:
!ti -

"

C;1*!’111

& St. Johr_St0,
Corrn
-

lorn;riq Prd,o

-

!.

C3nterbury

.

Es,eninq
rtowafd 8
to Ep;scopo ’, d
.
CYpress 3 7953

Campus Interviews op Cigarette Tests
Number 3T-4:-THE-FLICKER

.

CALVARY METHODIST
r,roRsE & NAGLEE
E. war,s
Sunday: 900 a.m., 11:00 am.
Discussion Group led by "
Dr. Strayer, 7:30 p.m.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
80 S. Fifth Street
11:00 a.m.Morning Services
"On Being Spiritually Inoculated"
7:00 p.m.Christian College Youth
Fellowship Panel Discussion
"Preloclices, Past and Present"

Westmi^ster

Welcomes You

WESTMINSTER
CHURCH

PRESBYTERIAN

The Alameda at Shasta
Rev.

6wight

Small, Pastor

SUNDAY
10:00Morning Class
11:00Church Service
6:30 P.M.College Group

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Clarence R Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Second & Son Antonio Streets
:TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 a.m 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:30 p,m., Prayer Meeting
College Age Group: "Senior B. Y.’
6:15 Sunday evenings. The group
has wide awake meetings each Sunday night. Outsid speakers are
brought in from time to- time. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. One Sunday a month the group goes to the
Odd Fellows, Horne to hold services.
The group Also sponsors other activities as the need arises.

11 t

lir.
(1.,J.0 St
lirodi, r.
-mat or Tur-

Pitman
Union ti inm11001.
Patrick 11. P ’n ’,al- is also
....dining to att. i,1 the ceremonies
lie is grit Orz to f’alriv..ell
from Tulclake. Calif.

lock
ls

I

$2500 Is Goal Set
Foaampus Chest
The Campti.: Chest conlipittia,
laid final plans Wedni.sdny tou.
this year’s drive. The group mot
with President T. W. MacQuarrie
to co-ordinate plans for the weeklong campaign.
The drive will start Oct, 30 and
end Nov. 3.. it was announced officially, and the quota will remain at $2500. The sum will he
divided among agencies or the
CommuLity
Chest.
March
of
Dimes, and the Cancer fund.
’
Eighteen -hundred dollars will
110 urned-dvor _ to---the - local_Cam
munity Chest agency while the
remaining $700 will be divided he wee n the remaining t wo rive i zations.
Funds over the 5250,1
markralli
Nu divided- evenly
among the three charitie<
____Chuek Wing and Miss Jeanne
Kerwin.
en-chairmen
for
the
quarter’s only fund-raising campaign, expect a successful drive
if present enthusiasm is maintained by those organizations taking part.
Campus organizations will handle ,isolicitations both by .direet
student contact and by booth donations. The booths will be sponsored by the Spartan Spears
while six other organizations will
"pass the hat."- They are Alpha
Phi Omega, Student Y. Tau Deft,
Spartan Shield, Blue Key, and
AWS.
Definite
atp for the benefit
show is not yet set, according to
Ron La Mar and Bob Dean, entertainment co-chairmen.
"The
original date had to be changed
since it conflicted with AWS ’Jinx
Day’ plans," explained Dean.
Although student talent will
comprise most- of the show, La
Mar is attempting tocontact the
"Travellers" for a performance.
"Students seemed highly pleased
with. the barber shop quartet
when they appeared at the rally
for the SJS-Santa Clara -football
game," said La Mar. "in fact,
they were such a sensation. that
I we are trying to get them. again."

cal the

fSaller!
will

tan Daily office.
, ducted from 7 to Si:10 p.m. on judge the competing enti res.
The initiation was the first of ’Nov. 8, will feature floats en5, students Will not be perthe new school year. Bill Fran- , tered by San Jose State college
milled to cut classes to decorate
cis
business manager for the student and alumni groups. and a mai,
Daily, and Ray Lyon, office man- the SJS high cshool, and civic .
6 . Violation of any of Wye
ager, presided at the ceremony. hands, Schmidt said.
will disqualify any float, pr
’rules
members
were
preThe 10 new
In extending 1in in dation for group from competition.
sented with six-inch stainless
all campus organizations to en-.
steel advertising rules as -a re- ter a Pow and participate in com- ’ ,l’he perpetual gold . trophy,
the first- time last
ward for obtaining at least. one pet it ion for tie perpetual goid . a,",itai.I;(1"i fw.
won by Sigma Kappa
trophywas
13-Week advertising contract for
Delta Theta s)mega Ira ’Schmidt asked ths-grols--to con,- tlEni"T ’
the-sittdentitewapapee,
t
mat the- Alttratn- tessitsform to the follraving lades: .
. lion, in 1949.
The new members are: Ken
1. The cost of ’aoh 114m shall .
--Churma, Bob Carlton, Ray Di not exceed
$35.
Piazza-, Miss Carolyn Plough, Ted
2. The chairman d; (-hinge of Stji:Ziltiti’alf(1.)halelkgn, t’snejitaila Sni:-.nw jSoasne
Short, Mel. Glass, Torn Ellis. Pe- each float must Ill’ on (Ica!’ :cl?01-. Francisco record s\ it h a 72-yard
ter L. Edmondson, Bill Cain, and astir standing.
quick kick for Mission il.ch school
3. Am elloat that . does 1101 re- , against Balboa High ;r1 194-1.
Miss Pat Dyer.

--a

-Y 1;PtcCr1P.Al. Ck-4URCH

3

"One quiion...
Where do I flick
my -ashes?"
g
4s;

Don’t think our neat-pleated friend-W’W the
shape doesn’t know the score! lie’s plenty hep to
all those tricky cigarette tests! If .you’re in the groove,
they’re not fooling .yov, either. You know, from your own
smoking experience, that just one puff of this brand
... then one pUff. of that brand isn’t going to give ru
the answer you want. What can you possibly tell by
a quick inhale and exhale, a whiff or a sniff?

1.
WIN*

The sensible test the one that gives you the proper
answer is a day after day, pack-after-patk tryout
for 30 days. It’s the Camel 30-Day Mildness Test!
You judge Camels for 30 days in your own "T-Zoe"
(T for Throat, T for Taste) the real proving ground for a cigarette. Once you’ve tested Camels
as a steady smoke, you’ll know why ...

err.e
Ortils

CPI

More -People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!
altr-

-..istsr

le

,..

f’44.444444,tc

at
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Fraternities Disagree
On Eleventh Street Row

SjS Sororities Advocate
A Centralized Greek Row

4.
By DOROTHY JOCZ
street, Ave would do the
Is a Greek Row on 1 I th street becoming San Jose State college’s An addition to the house inewest tradition? Sorority opinion indicates that Such a possibility planned. Of the 45 menthe..
14 livesin.
...
will become reality.
Delta Gammas ’oppose thi
Houses already located on I I th street, Kappa Alpha Theta, Gam- of an 11th strect row more
ma Phi Beta, and -Sigma Kappa, enthusiastically -agree that such a row ously than any of the other

i.f.

,

: ties. The DC’s are proud twit,
would be a good idea. "in fact*
street will be in - of the first house constructej.
Tenth
of
:part
we jokingly refer to this vicinity
’1
eluded in any forthcoming tow. any campus organizaticr
as out’ row, already," said a Theta.
beautifully modern structie
By BILL CHAMBERS
Sa" Rosemarie Gpsselin. Mph"’
,
TI RAT residence is is WI t
"A Greek row would he cated on Eighth and Reed !
Pri’sY
177Phi
houses
and
What do the social fraternities on the San Jose State college , 1S4 S. 111h street
hm.t., one more, tradition for San Jose
"An llth strett loeatior %N.
of the 15 members. They
State colleee and we need tradi- be entirely out of the quest 1.,,,
campus think of 11th street ’as a fraternity row?
tentative illans’to build a house
Twenty-nine of - the 39 : us. A Gri_sl, row-is a aorrt
.
The organizations seems to be split in their opinion of "the row." kn the opposite side of the street ! ti131’’s." Pill’s
live an the. house at , of course, and we thooglit’scv
; A 1Pha
years.-77-Soma of the ideas of tAe fraternities and SOTTIC of the cheracteristics- -Within the--next few
and San Antonio streets.
we built our house, but. at
,
’nw Sigma Kappas i’r side a h. If Tenth
of their present houses are:
Alpha Chi Omega, now in re4si- time the possibility seemeti
block down from the Thetas at :
:s remote,", says Joan BeeleL, I.t.
Alpha Tau Omega: "Not too many places are left on 11th street. 16S S. 11th. Both organizations . donee at ’...!1.36 S. Seventh street.
DG’s.
1\ a ly dent of
art
ion
organizat
only
the
!
urea’
on
the-.
street
-for
’1
been
have
Gerill.ai opinion here seems -to be*
ryI
been
"We’ve
hunting.
house
surrponilings.
N.
and
;
years. Tile .SK’s are planning to
that it has reached its iapacit
Kapt:a Alpha: "We feel that the build an addition to their house jog to find a house on 11111 streii
for some time to come. We all
some_ idea of a row is great, but have stain to accommodate More mem- ’ to move into right now. But, WI ’
St ronely favor a ’row’
no plans for movfhg. There are hers than the 23 nowin residence. hax 0 a lot on Tenth street,’ and
where." says AT() Leland Will:
quite a few of us in the section
Sis Plough, Sigma Kappa pies- i that’s’ where we will build some
man .
southeast of school." Paul Dlivis, dent, says, "Making ilth street a day,- says Joan 13roclhead, AChi
i
_The lire sent addr.ess- of -A-TO--1 . president of KA, says that ill(
Creek rzrar-Avoutd tu, the -natural ,t)- --presutm-t.
A carTaelight .t;eiting -itY
200 N. Lith street. The house is fraternity is Well pleased with . thing to do since so many
of the
Another of the 11th .street Trinity Episcopal church widone in a modern motif and their present house. located at 5Q6 organizationsare already located I
Greek row proponents is Kappa lured . for the wedding of
houses about 30 members.
S. 9th street. The -house--is-fur--here:---A--row--would’li
-be good fia ,,-1% ma Gamma. The present Rap- San Jose State coed Athena t’i
Delta Sigma Gamma: "We all . nished in the modernistic motif the college as well as fraternal i pa house is located at 196 S. gras to Peter Mastora r.1.
. groups since --it- would- add- pres’-Eiglitb -stroot- but. teco-rding te-- - -The bride IS the’daughteriI
think it’s a. swell idea for. the and houses 441- men.- - - -- . -- .to be’ Lambda ’Chi Alpha: Located on lige."
fraternal organizations
I President Alargee God)", they hope and Mrs. Harry Chaogras
"F
I
I
1 1
Mahan
:
"
DS G member, states. This fra- that a row is a good thing to have residents on what may become or so. Living in the house are 19 SJS she attended CampbellIhi.
terbity moved into a newly ac- but have no immediate- plans to "The Row." Their first house was of the 58 members.
school. Mastora received hisid’:quired house just two weeks ago move. Homer Lohr, treasurer in the 400 block of. the street, but
Also having tentative construc- cation in San Jose and
and is very well satisfied with says, "We .feel that ’the row’ on they have since moved to a more tion plans are the Chi Omegas. schools. His parents are
r,aft1
it. The house ’is furnished with! 11th street has grown about as convenient location. at 189 S. 11th Chi 0 President Melba Sills says. Mrs. Gerry Mastora of San .I’’
semi-modern furniture and is lo- ’ much as it will. We are quite sat - street. The Gamma Phi house is "We have a lot on 10th street and
The former Miss Changra:s chiathe middle of being redecorated we hope to build there. when the a bouffant white organdy gimii
rated at 241 S. ’11th street. Twen-4_isfiel where we are." -Furnished
iin
ty-four men live in the new I in the traditional, the house has a along modern Dutch lines. Come war situation clears up."
The for her wedding. A cloche edg1
spring, the front of the residence present Chi 0 house is at 435 S. with orange blossoms secured 11..1.
house.
capacity of 35 men.
16
will be moved to face San Antonin Sixth street and houses 27 mer1.---fingertiP veil. She carried stepliDelta Upsilon:
anotis and ivy.
tied in their new house at 155 S. like 11th street has turned out to street. "We’re here to stay," say bers.
31th street, the D.U.’s feel that be ’the row,’ but we have made the G Phi B’s. Twenty of the 40
Sole female attendant was the
Taking
a
rather
dim
view
of
the
"the row" will continue to. grow no plans to move from our pres- members live in.
11th street Greek row proposal bride’s cousin. Jennie Chag oi
Also
sharing
the
opinion
that
a
on 11th street. The new house is ent location at 646 S. 5th street."
Goffs-town. N.H. Best man was
Greek row would be a fine thing are Alpha Omicron Pi and Delta
furnished
modernistically a n d states SAE President Bill Rogers.
Bill Demetraco poulos of PittsGamma.
for SJOC are Alpha Chi Omega,
will house 30 to 35 men when fin- The SAE house is furnished modThe O.A. Pi!s are well satisfied burg.
Alpha Phi, and Delta Zeta. These
ished.
According to treasurer ernistically and houses 26 men at
The newlyweds greeted guest,
with their location at 408 S.
groups
add
the
condition
that
such
Francis McMahon, this group is the present time.
a row should include an area with- Eighth street. "But," they say, in the garden of the Changras
Phi Sigma Kappa: "We are well in a block’s distance
well satisfied with their house
of 11th street. "If all the houses moved to 11th home.
satisfied with our house and the
Delta Zetas state that, "Tenth
We are grouped with street will be as
location.
much in the picabout five other houses here and ture as 11th
street." Their reiiFor
have. no_plans to move," says Paul denee-at- 64 S. Tenth street -is
ocBryan, member of PS.K. -This cupied by -23 of the 36
members.
house is freshly remodeled and has
Alpha Phi’s also feel that their
Members of Phi Alpha Theta,
modern furniture. The outside of
the house at 598 S. 9th street is and have 30 men living in the National History Fraternity, met
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
due for refinishing soon. The house.
house sleeps about 30 men.
Theta Chi: "We believe that Gladys Waldron, to arrange for
.
Pt Kappa Alpha: "We are very -nth street will conunue to grow -the trrittattan of new mem
satisfied where we are. We have as a fraternity row. - The houses Other items discussed were the
at
no plans to move and think that located in this district are very annual dinner-initiation gathering,
and
the
representation
of
the
To
suitable
for
conversion
fraterto
there are nearly as many fraternities in this area as on 11th nity houses," TC member Dick cal chapter at the national meeting in Chicago late in December
street." stated George Patterson. Garcia says.
The Theta Chi’s are now’ living
PKA house manager. The.PiKA’s
Visit -1.are located at 343 E. Reed street in their new. -traditionally-fur,
SMART SMOKERS
nished house at 123 S. 11th stret.
go to
About 35 rani live in the house.
. . THE SMOKE SHOP
Theta Mu Sigma: "We are highTHE ALL NEW
lit & Post Sts.
ly in favor of a fraternity row to
195 S. First Street
for 25c discount on
promote better relations between
PIPES
fraiernii l’s. We think that 11th
POUCHES UGH
street will eontinue to grow as a
row." Bill Finger says.
NOW AT
The Theta Mies huie ip a 36.
Man house at 191 S. 10th street
13A RBEGAED
ita
the immediate fature. The housi.
is furnished with modern furni5/6PP-CURED
Trite. tiMii; duo for a new outside
71 E. SAN FERNANDO
painting soon, according to Finger.
From the above statements, it
would seem that all the organizaINCLUDING SOUR SALAD,
tions are in favor of a row, but
VEGETABLES. POTATOES,COT-FE.E
all are not decided on the locaGIVE OUR SODAS and SUNDAES
tion.

Couple Take 1011s
In Recent Weddins.

THE ---141
WORLD’S I
FASTEST
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER I.
1950
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SMITH-CORONA.’

Phi Alpha Theta
Has New Members

Hot Meals
---andSneelus
Reasonable Prices

Dallas’ Colony

tinV185

Hunter-Peterson
Equipment Co.

Qualify Foods

CPipo to/ Cpeattreq

atiCKE.bi

OtEvkao

7th & Santa Clara
/s Now Under
New Management.

HAM

A TRY . . .

S
TowN moult

mow

sort hon. "to

CHILDRF-KS DINNER 3’1.35

-CY_Fess 4-2091
Save Time
8-Hr. Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
Shirts in at 900

qvideit

Out

at 5:00

Dry Cleaners

25-29 S. Third Urea? Main Plant
231 Willow
275 E. William
316 E. Road
1199 Franklin, Santa Clara

CYprass 2-10152
24th 6 Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen

Sorority initiates
4,
Two into tprotip

You’ll Be Back for More!

Chi Omega sorority initiated
two ’girls into their membership
ranks at a recent meeting of the
group. The Misses Betty Fussii
and Marilyn Roberts received their
gold inns as full fledged member’
Miss Melba ,Sills, president, presided at the rites.
Ruth Mahr, publicity chairman,
said that the ceremonies were held.
at the
chapter house on Sixth
street.
Miss Fussel is a senior working
toward a teaching credential. Miss
Roberts, a sophomore, is a Iso
working toward a credential in
teaching.
The 6,973,000 National Service
Life Insurance policies of all types
in force Dec. 1, 1949, had a total
face value of $40.2 billion.

The Measure
of a Man
is taken front his appearance.
Look your hest
- %sear the
liest - a suit tit eigtecildly to
’M.

"Time Pay - or Budget If You Like"

JOHN W. BENSON

Civatim Tailors for Men and Women
31 East San %wool’, Si.

5-4919

Gerald Westlake s Are Cupid Reveals
Cross-Pitney
Among SSC Just-Weds N
uptial Plans
San Jose this fall are
Ar;tong the newly married couples back
in

Friday, October 13, 1950

SPARTAN DAILY

Wedding Bells Ring Out
For Recent Graduates

The engagement of Norvella
’The former Miss Barbara Joan crt Temple, Mrs. William QuadPitney to Harold Cross was reCabbage ,ware ’an original Newi ros Jr., and Mrs. David Popp
Kappa
They wore
Kappa Gamma sorority sisters at York gown when she became the served as bridesmaids.
carried
faille
dresses
and
Igreen
reWilliam
Norris
Earl
brideof
a summer meeting when a tiny
cently. The dress featured a bout- bouquets of green carnations.
performed the ceremony.
(ant tulle skirt over taffeta with
Best man’ duties were performvelvet petals, scattered over the ed by Wayne Albert Meyer. UshThe new Mrs.- Westlake is the
tulle. The petals also accented the ers included Claude Finley Jr.,
former ’Miss Rosalie Smith of
full sleeves and tiny buttons on Kirk Samis, Elroy Shank Jr., and
Barstow. She chose a grey velvethe bodice ended in a V design. Robert Temple.
teen dress and carried pink roses’
Matching mitts complemented the.
Regisiered at San Jose State
and stephanotis with her white
Palo Alto High school is the
costume. An illusion veil was held
-%
college es man and wife this quarBible.
in place by a cloche and she car- bride’s alma mater and she was
and
Arthur
Jenvey
Walter
ter
are
Miss Mary Lou Gardner of Barried a bouquet of orchids and ste- graduated frm Sari Jose State
the former Margaret Weaver. The
stow was the bride’s only attendcollege wheresshe wiik a ’pm -thee-p:ninot
were married recently at
ant ..-She wore a navy blue vel- couple
of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.
The ceremony took place in
veteen dress.._and__canied a hand the Calvary Methodist church in
7Stin
Jose.
Trinity
Episcopal-church and the
NOrias,
is the sOn of Mrs. Ev
corsage of-red roses.
The newlyweds are both -senior
rites were read by the Rev. Mark lyn Norris and the late Wesley F..
Raybrother,
The benedict’scommerce majors. Mrs. Jenvey
Rifenbark.
Norris of San Jose. Ile,’ too, ’is a
mond Westlake, acted as best holds membership in Delta Gamrecent graduate of San Jose State
The,
bride
was
given
in
marriage
man.
ma sorority and Black Masque,
college.lit was a member of
.
by- her fa-thei John William
’ A garden, reception followed the senior women’s honor society. Ski
bage, and as she walked down the Delta Theta Omega ai.d Eta Mu
ceremony. Sorority sisters of the was formerly a Spartan Spear.
I’
, aisle chrysanthemums, palms, "gla- Pi. He is now assistant Ilia
The benedict belongs to Delta
new Mrs. Westlake, Janet .Larke
dioli and magnolia leaves adorned of Norris Yardage store in Sim
.lose.
of San Francisco, and Joan Con- Sigma Gamma. He is planning to
the church.
don of Vallejo. presided at the enter business with his father,
Miss Nancy Ann Cabbage servMrs. Mildred M. A. Jenvey in Lindsay after his
table.
recent ion
ed as maid of honor and wore a
Proctor of Barstow also aided the June. 1951. graduation.
DANCE BIDS
green faille _gown She carried a
.
The_former_Miss_ Weaver’s wedgirls._
.
ding gown was fashioned in white cupid passed the traditional box, bouquet of pink carnations tied.
FRATERNITY PRINTING
When the young couple left for
chantilly lace and nylon net over Of chocolates. Acting the herald’s with pale green satin ribbon.
their honeymoon trip. Mrs. Westwas
Miss
Pitney’s
1.011‘
WEDDING
nephew.
INVITATIONS
skit:11er satin. It was styled with
lake donned a maroon and buff a
Mrs. Bonnie Youn.::. Mrs. Rohpeter pan collar,. and a basque Mark Pitney.
RUBBER STAMPS
colored checked suit with navy
The--bride-to-lie. a Serkw, com-,- and buff -accessories. They mum-: hodiee fa_s_teried_bY
tons and long fitted sleeves.
mercial art major, is a member eyed to Santa Barbara and Big 1
She- wore an heirloom veil of of DeltaPhi Delta. na t ional_hon-Sur---Lodge----alotteMieMoi,
Belgian lace over tulle secured by orary art fraternity. Among her.
Coffee & Donuts SC11 15c
Coast.
a bonnet of pleated tulle and wax duties on the Spartan campus this
The bride is the daughter of orange blossoms. The bride car- quarter is being fashion editor of
124 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
82 S. Second
CY 4-6074
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Smith of Bar- ried a white rainbow prayer book Lyeut7gus. Her parents are Mr.
Acliaccni. YMCA
.* .
stow. She was grativated from marked by white . orchids,
stepha.
and Mrs. Paul Pitney of San Jose.
San Jose State college in June. notis, and satin streamers.
A sextet of bridal attendants
Westlake is the son of Mrs.
Harold Downey, also of Barstow., preceded Miss. Weaver down the
Ile is attending San Jose State aisle of the church. Honor ,attendants were Miss Barbara. Estep
college.
and Mrs. Tom_ P. Chamberlain.
Taking secondary roles were Mrs.
Nts11.1V1i (sti Het 111111S 11. J. McFadden. Miss Joyce -Lehrbitch, Mrs. L. A. Cavanagh, and
Miss Maidel Maynard.
They wore buoffant gowrs of
Amoog the newlyweds on campus this quarter is the former nylon net and lace over satin in
She ex- peach, pale green. :ind yellow
Maryevelyn Peterson.
changed nuptial vows with Rich- hues. Lace guantlets, cloches, and
ard Roy Bartholomew recently at matching bouquets completed the.
a capdlelight:- ceremony in the, ensembles.
The, bride’s Vother. Donald
Calvary. Methodist .church.
Weaver, served as best man. UshThe, bride is affiliated. with Al- ers were John Siansfield, Richard
pha Gamma art fraternity mi Knipper, Harry Powers, and Sherattending San man Shroder, fraternity brothers
campul
Jose State -college she was gradu- of the henedict, and Bruce Stevated from Campbell Union high ens, the bride’s cousin.
school. She is the daughter of Mr.
A. Peterson of
Campbell.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald D. Westlake.
Jhe Westlakes were married _late this kummer in a simple ceremony at the home of the bride’s sister, Mrs. W. H. Poe of Barstow,
Calif. The Rev. George Helliwell of the First Congregational church

W. Jenvey Weds
Margaret Weaver

.-
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Bart holomew also ’attended San
Jose State college. his parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Bartholomew of San Jose.

aRcE,

Nightly 4cept
Thursday

The bride wore a gown of
French tulle over ivory satin fa
shioncd with lorg tapered sleeves
and a fitted bodice. Her fingertip
veil was secured by a crown of
seed pearls and she carried a rainlxv.v Bible marked by a white orchid and -streamers of stephanotis
and satin.

Wavy-10Lbil,
cii4v4ti1t6

Her attendants were Miss Betty Lou Peterson, maid of honor,
and the Misses Nancy Barttiolo-,
mew. Beverly Austin, Katherine
Sproul; and Mrs. Beverly Johnson, bridesmaids.
Standing with the henedict as
best man was Donald Martin.
Ushers were Marshal Bean, Norman Crowd, E. D. Anderson, and
Norman Healy.

cithAA,

ut&uptA4AT
PALO ALTO

School for Scandal
Nov. 2-3-4-6-7

THANK YOU
GENTLEMEN
We’ve taken your favorite
tmoring jacket and styled if io
you: taste in sooty black velvet
. . . with it we weer a trouser
slim clan plaid skirt! We add
’em, subtract ’em, divide ’em
until we’ve a whole dive+ full
of changes.

.."44444111r

SKIRT, $9.98
JACKET, $19.98
HIGHEST QUALITY MEATS OBTAINAgLi

Spo-tiwei,

Second floor

"Everything Barbecued"
CLOSED SUNDAY--

15 South 11th

Street

CYpress

4-4834

--

LAY THOSE I
CAMPUE SERVICE

181 S. 1st Street

STUDENT SPECIAL

A TEAM YOU C

Now you can rent new model
Portable ooStandard Typewriters

SEIM

Cooper

3 MONTHS $10.00

San Jose’s Lowest Gas Prices
Expert Lubrication
10% Discount on Accessories

McGregoi

ARCHIE CHAGONJ1
AN. 23 years old, 510,
160 pounds, from San
Francisco. Terrific on
punt and kickoff re
turns and likes to in
torcript tones.

-KOK SYKES. 6:t, t1/
pounds.
Soph from
Santa Rosa and 74
years old. Has power
for picking up yardage

WOOD’S

Kennedy Business Machines

Enjoy Good Service

96 E. San Fernando

6th & SAN CARLOS

The place to go for the bri

CV 2-7503

R 0 S FE

/keenly 9004

SAN JOSE STATE

ALWAYS OPEN
2 Famous Restaurants
To Serve You!

_Ilt!v_a date!
for that soda or shake
at the

5th St. Creamery
-The Ice Cream House"

4
14
Vb

Lord Jeff Phoe
GC
Interwove!

Arrow
LH

rl

RILL WALKER, 6:0, 164
pounds, and a 20-year’
old Junior from Santa
Cruz. Burned up the
turf during Spring
practic
Very good
running back.

MEAL TICKETS AVAILABLE
TO SPARTANS AT A SAVING
AT 100 E. SAN FERNANDO
(Corner 3rd St.)

(4 Blocks North of Santa Clara St.)

Drive In

CAGE THOSE LIONS

For the Finest Food
in San Jose

and
Next Time Buy Your

at

Groceries at the

HOLLAND CREAMERY
520 E. Santa Clara St.
Open Daily 10 A.M. to 2 A.M.

DOYLE BURNETT. 22
5:11, 1711.
years old,
Pound Soplt from SOU rat. A fin drifensiv
beck seeing plenty of
servic.

Bayshore Highway

CV 3-9730

5t4 42 SANTA CLARA

Alligator

ROB OSBORNE 20
S’rs old, 59, 169
pounds, and a Soph
from Yorba Linda
Good heavy duty run n. aid yardgainer

Open Tonite ’fir 3 A.M.

.23-32700J Ma/1mi
Fresh Vegetables, Fancy Meats,
Ice Cream, Frozen Foods,
agazines, Drugs
351 E. WILLIAM ST.

STAN WACHOLZ 63
pound, IS -year -old
Soph from San Jose
rho has been seeing
, lot of action in de
ns:ve backfield Con
nn,tcd ern!

CV 3-1383
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76
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SAN JOSE’S

Prime eg

Best in
akery Goods

NA ’.61}:
Buddy Traina
Ciil Mendonsa
Archie (.11agonjkin
May Houlihan ..
Bob Osborne
Dean Sensenbaugh
Orland DiCiecio
Al Cement inu
Gene 31engis.
Wayne Buck
Doyle Burnett
Bobby berg
Jim Gillesple
Francis Klewer
Jim Moulton
Charles Fttzgeralil
stan %Vacholz
llarr Beck
ern Vallercainp
Bob Amaral
Clarence Orr
Stu Compton
sit.e Harper
George Porter
41err l’erich
Jo,. Moulton
114.rl it
iseman
Tom ( tiffsDirk Ititioltlit
Both ;. I,e
Bob I IIttictocli
Fred 1 of
P5111
, 11:41Bruce 11.111aila
Bill Gallagher
Carl Desahii
Keith Carpenter
Ed Miller
Dick OT.rien
IN
JoItn Lanka%
Elgin Martin
Dick I la
Frank 71forks
INN l’oitnekillf
IIIh 1Vilson
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11
II
II
II

No.
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15
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20
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41
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try the

Ymm!
WHAT A
TREAT

For Prim* Rib from the Cart
1330 THE ALAtvIEDA

ORLAND DI CICCIO
5:11, 1411 pounds, 22 year -old So ph from
Midland, Pa. Can
brstat away at any
time and is a hard
runnir.

CY 4-7141

&alpine
Sake

DEAN SENSENSAUGH
25 years old, 5:9 and
147 pounds, a Junior
from Modesto A superlative ball -handler
in the T and a good
Passer.

GENE MENGES. 5
163 -pound Senor. A
superb passer, tild
goners! and good runner, this No. 32 will
be in th eyes of the
All-American and All Coast judges.

379 EAST WILLIAM

HAP
Punter
and di
hard r
reeks
pound,
su rpris,
puntin,
run!

41111116 AI
For

Compliments to the

the BEST

After the games or anytime . .

,Spartan Teant--

a good place to go for a

in
from the

MAGAZINES
TOBACCOS
CANDIES
IT’S THE

HUMIDOR
Next to Catif. Theater

339 S. 1 st

BUDDY TRAINA. Despite his slight ISO
pounds on 5:7 frame
this 20-year old Junior
has a terrific average
per wry. Fast and
shifty.

STUDIOS
"Solon of Fine Photography"

MAX HOULIHAN. 22
years old, 5:5 and 142
pounds,
Junior from
Ventura Though small
is
good passer and
ball -handler

"Known fOr Good
17 E. SANTA CLARA

LION

WILLYS

Phone CY 4-5534

Swank

Phoenix

Levis

Service

Gaylord

Parts

Rough Rider
RH

;

DICK HARDING.
25
years old, a Senior
from Oakland
5:9,/2
and 211 pounds, he is
a standout guard. A
very hard workser and
hard -to move

ctepe

the brands you know . . .
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POS.

33
34
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Nolan

41

Englisas

42

nithio

43

Seelig

44

Coniglio

50

Neil

51

Ta rant:no

51

11 teeiell

60

Minotil

61

Nan r

62
63
61
65
67
68
69
71
7’!
73
74
75
76
7S

N Ipis
31;e,eiola
31..mro.s
Ciseat kilts
NI a is it
Riches-rel.
(Irak,
st els art
sli.inn

ctoke4

GEORGE PORTER.
6:21/1, 211 pounds, a
20 -year -old Soph from
Iturlingam.
Has
played well this season
ssel is rough and re
liable

7:15

Best of Luck
Spartans

FREE
100
FREE
Gallons of Gasoline

From The Boys At The

TO THi PERSON OR PERSONS.-CORRECTLY GUESSING THE SCORE OF
THE -STATE" GAME OF THE WEEK.

HAM-MONTGOMERYBARBER SHOP
Don’t forget, this is the shop that will give you
the finest hakes:4’in town, including an invigorating
electric scalp massage.

Dr.* in and fill out a card at lest
2 hours before game time.
CLAREiv:....E Oil. A
tt-year said 4.foot, 112 pounder from Sacra.
’,lento. A Soph and a
,,ery aggressive nd.

NO PENALTY HERE
FOR CLIPPING
FROM BEHIND

Est. 1862

i

Ammunition
Guns
Fishing--Tackle

Is

And Fiske., nnan

Everyih ,51 ’or tile Hunt,
TOM CUFFE 12 years
old, 5:11
and
163
"ounds A Junior from
Sacramento and con.
One of the better
acklers cn squad

Plan your hunting trip,
then come and see us.

SAY POZNEKOFF. 72
,,ears o1c1 5 10 and 175
pounds, from San Francisco A very good di r
v. end and good
agger
Pt,

CV 5-0343

27 POST ST.

SO

Is1.111.11a1111,:cr
( .411111..

3.!

I5,’iI ii

33

I.s an%

rorit,rrti.

Id
unvitt
the
111.

HARRY BECK
t
punter on the squad
and developing into
hard runner. Is 26
Teaks old, 51 and -114
Pounds A Junior, and
surprises opponents bv
punting on the dead
reel

Shop
30 S. SECOND, Just off E. Santa Clara

Crosby Square Shoes
ELGIN MARTIN. 6:2,
111 pounds,
Senior
fotn San Jose and
two -1 I I r man. A
rough -tough man on
d 1 n s and good
blocker.

revit

go for a square meal.

Sport SF.op

Kuppenheimer Good Clothes

LAY-AWAYS ALWAYS WELCOME
FOR CHRISTMAS

ime . .

36 W. San Fernando St.

227-233 South First St.

Luggage
.
6.
PllIt.,riCO(.,K.
IOU
5:11, 204 pounds, a 21Junior from
yearold
San Bernardino. Has
improved greatly and
ready for good year
at pivot post.

BARBER _SHOP

J. S. WILLIAMS

(

Itt’ toni t’s

ESQUIRE
In Rear of

If it’s
Luggage or
Fine Leather Goods

(ler

STAR AND BARE
DIVIDEND STATION
141 S. 3rd STREET -

gj.SH/

I.

KSJO FRIDAY

Cy 5-I 105

20 W. SAN ANTONIO ST.

4:

WIN YOUR FIOTIIALL TICKETS

Grid Picks by Jules

hinitada
Rinitt
Vt

Al

Ml
S5
S7
249

ii

23 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
STU (A)M r.ON. 6:It/3,
190-pound Soph trona
Alhambra who is an
outstanding end and a
,ine punter

Let us service your car
while you are in class.

38 S. 4th Street

IS TE R S
No. N
10 lile%1erman

YOUR Campus Jeweler

All
Makes

McGregor

II
II

juie4

Sales

Interwoven

.0s.

GOOD LUCK, SPARTANS!

General Auto Repairs

DU CAN’T BEAT!
ff

LOW!!

Johnson & Murphy Shoes
:Arrow Shirts Stetson Hats

Dutch Mill Creamery
Across from student Union

San Jose’s Ultra-Modern

Open ’$1112 Tonife

Restaurant

for Real Home -Cooked

MODERATE PRICES
r Good Food"
1

CLARA STREET

FRANCIS KLUEWER.
5 II. I 88- pound Scsoh
from Laguna Beach. Is
25 years old and does
ft r .touchdown
the
kicking.

NM.

Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

30 SOUTH FIRST ST.

21
DICK BONDELIE
years old, 5:10 and 190
pounds, f r om Santa
Poss. A Junior and a
terrific line backer
Showed well against
Santa Clara

DINNERS
Served 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Open Daily 7 a.m.-1 I p.m.’

8
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LIONS TO RULE 6-POINT CHOICE TONIGHT:
HALFBACK GIBBY MENDONSA AND GENE MENGES

partans ivie
In ’Game of the Week’

By "ROD" RODRIGUES
Tonight’s football game between Loyola Lions and the San Jose
State Spartans has assumed important bearing in the race for the
mythical championship of the West coast independents. The victor
will loom as the outstanding contender for the title and should figure
to’ be close to the top at the*
just as tough. Coach Bob Bronfinish.
The Spartans suffered a serious zan himself says Loyola’s -line._
set -back when it was revealed is the toughest he’s seen since
that the services Of 220-113. Center ! that of Ed McKeever’s USF
Keith Carpenter would be lost for team.
Both lines will, be about equal
theLion game, and at least for i
Iwo .weeks and possibly for the , in strength with the Lions having I
the edge due tq the loss of the ’
season,
Carpenter sustained a knee Spartan’s Carpenter.
Mendonsu Will Play
injury in the Santa Clara game.
Gib Mondonsa, fleet Raider back.
The giant pivotman has been
one of the top defensemen in is still troubled by a gimpy ankle:
the Spartan’s three previous bat is slated to see action. Addigames. Bob Hitchcock will get, lion of the Raiders’ best all around
the call in Carpenter’samot.
back, Mendonsa, coupled with the
Lopala, which tops the nation one-two punch of scat -running
In ground defense and is ninth in back Buddy Traina and the boomtotal offense, will field a big. ing of Harry Beck, will give the
bruising cutfit, well-schooled in Lions plenty of trouble.
basic, fundamentals and very well
Jack Cunningham, Loyola
publicity director, reports that
coached.
The Jordan Olivar coached ag- the Spartans are 7 -point -favgregation is the best to come out orites in 1.1114 Angeles. The opposite prevails here, according
of the southland in years.
to the experts.
"Socko" Musacco
Led by 212-lb. Fullback George
San Jose State has three good ,
’’Socko" Musacco, the Coast’s games under their belts. Losing 1
leading ground gainer last season, to a potential Rose-Bowl -bound.
and Quarterback Don Klosterman, Stanford team. 33-16; defeating al
the Loyolans have a duo that rates scrappy San Diego State team,
on par with the Raider’s Quarter- 26-0, and subduing a spirited
back Gene Menges and Fullback Santa CIA Bronco squad, 14-10.
harry Beck.
Loyola, on the other hand, has
The Lions’ two top ends Gene not
been beaten. True they
Brito and Don Klinkhammer are , romped over a much -walked-over
attracting a lot of attention, and St. Mary’s eleven, 48-0, and they
will he ehaliengine San Jose’s top. deflated a Pepperdine Wave team.
wingman, Billy Wilson, for game 50-14, without working up a sweat.
honars,
But this is no real indication
.Although the Spartan’s line is
of their strength. Tonight’s
rated to he very rugged and
game provides the toughest foe
sery hard to move. the Limn
to slate for the Lions, and again
forward tuulI is- reputed to he-the outcome is rated a toss-up.

Baseball Lingers
On As Pitchers Are
Bought and Sold
SAN JOSE, Calif: (UP)-- The
San Jose Red Sox of the Class C
California league today announced
-the sale of two players.
Pitcher Walt Clough, a right.hander, was sold to Sacramento of
the Pacific eoast league:" Clough’
won 18, lost 11. last season and
had an earned-run average Of 2..35
per nine innings:
Catcher Warren (Sheriff) Robinson was peddled to Birmingham
of the Double A Southern association. Robinson, a veteran of 12
years in professional baseball, hit
.305 for the Red Sox in 1950.
(UP) -- The
PITTSBURGH
Pirates today anPittsburgh
nounced the purchase of Pitcher
Cornelius Dempsey from the Sin
Francisco Seals for $75,001.
The Pirates purchased Dempsey
them
on a "leiok" deal which
permission to return the veteran
to the Seals vithin.30 da,..s after
the major league season c.aens, if
he does not prove satisfa,fory.

-I0

Although the Spartans are
rated six-point underdogs tonight, Coach Bob Bronzan is
hoping that the combination of
Gene Menges (right) to Gibby
Mendonsat will give San Jose
enough power on the ground to
Upset the experts. Mendonsa is
still bothered by injuries, but
should see plenty of action tonight against Loyola. However,
the loss of Linebacker Keith
Carpenter will he felt. unless
Bob Hitchcock comes through
with an outstanding performance that will stop the Lions’
mighty line crusher George
Musacco.

The town of Dime Br.’, TeX.,
was-lhe fis -town-its- -the- U-ait-ed
cent
States to -contribute 100
to the March of Dimes!

Peerless Pigskin Pickers
Picks - - Phew!
CamAlasas
Calif.

Rodriguies

Cali(. vs. liSC .
Calif.
USC
Calif.
Calif. -Illinois ts. UCLA.
UCLA UCLA UCLA UCLA
Loyola vs. San Jose
Loy.
SJS
Loy.
SJS
SJS
Santa Clara vs. Stanford Stan.
Stan.
Stan.
Stan.
Stan.
Tliclii-zan vs. Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Oklahoma vs. Texas
Okla.
Texas
Ok4a.
Okla.
Notre Dame vs. Tulane .
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
()recoil St. vs. Wash. ..
Wash.- Wash. Wash. Wash. Wash.
USF vs.. St. Mary’s
.
USF
USF
USF
USF
USF
COP vs. Nevada
:70P
COR
COP
COP
COP
Season’s totals: Alves (14-4-2 , -.778), Brown (14-472-.778), Camhian,ea 11-1-2 .778), Roth igues (1 4 -4-2-.778). Marquis (12-6-2- .667,)

Matson. Johnson
Mel Sunday;
1No On -side’ Kicks

!great Matson has had a chance
to pack back only two kickoffs gaining fa -yards on -the *we
4tanforci used the on-side kick all
the way through against the Dons,
to the disgust of fans.

SAN- FRANCISCO- t UPt John
Q. Fan finally gets a break from
the football coaches here on Sun-’
day.
.
Coach Joe Kuharich of University of San Francisco and
COW% Joe Reutz, of St. Mary’s
have agreed there will he no
"on -side" kicks during their
football game no that their two
ace ball packers. 011ie Matson
and John Henry Johnson, will
get a chance to give the crowd
a thrill or two with their runbacks.
In Once games this year, the
1
.1
/1 1

Mom. Dad.
or Friends
Coming?

Janson scifOrned a kickoff 91
yards for the Gaels. against
Georgia and returned one 82
yards against College of Pacific.
But against Loyola last week,
the on-side kick was used again
and the result, no thrills for
the customers.

They
enjoy
accommodations
at the newly constructed
J

will

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th 1 E. Santa Clara Sts. One of San Jose’s Finest
CV 4-6075
AAA-Approved

DIVERSION
at the Home of

Spartan Bowlers
MEN’S P.E. CLASSES
HELD HERE
,Fred

Duty

P8.7a.

MCy.

We feafure a full line of
Bowling Ball Bags and Shoes

12 Lanes

a LUNCH

FOUNTAIN
One- from 10 AM.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara

CY 3-9727

Here’s Racing Power and Speed
c RAG G EQUIPMENT a
00,
clet51-0
1442 ..70/4d A

I.
I

BOWL FOR . .

E.

SAN JOSE

Heartily reconnended for
campus wear are the
following:
Chinos
Belvedere Blues
Moleskins
Grey Flannels
Gabardines
Gabardines

$ 4.95
4,95
8.95
8.95
16.50
20.00

Engines & Parts
for Competition
and Road Use

Ktrtrl 11141

Trojans Missed Bet
Spartans, Grab An Ace
5

,
S’1141lETAITC, DAIL Y
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Varsity Water
Poloists Meet
Cards Today

’
By JIM ,DOWNS
Fullbacks come and, go, but.many moons wig-pass before another
Coach Charlie Walker’s frosh
1
wilT
fullback goes like Harry Beck went test Saturday night at Spartan and varsity, water po.o.sts
journey- to- St antortr t ay to ar
Stadium.
.
I the Indian mermen at 3:30 and
To say that Beck was insfrumtintai in San Jose’s win over Santa ., 4-:-ln respectively.
.
.
The Spartan fishtails are still
.
Clara is a gross understatement.
..
’
i striving to offset the loss or
.The 187-lb. blond bomber ripped through the Broncos’Ine almost ’ forwards Haines. Keeler and

-at will, and when the final sound-’
’
Grass %lit the gralittlaDIM route.
r)" .),
FlOrid,, 1 tilITV play ’d in the same
.
- ,ed, statisticians revealed that ...oes
and have a good ettaitee of doing
backfield
with
Lloyd
Merriman,
so with
th
it w
ro,,1:11
:iod ,
had scored both touchdowns fol.
ill tor fuer ..SLienford7 great. who now i attIllevich at 111e. *util’aig
the Spa ri MIS - in their 14 to ..,
posls.
.
; iputiatIsittis)ducs).-baseball for th
CincintlIUM1)11.
,
,
Bob Hamilton sci,,,l’,.(i I WICP alai No.
Spartans
No,
Wt.
Pos. Wt.
Lions
Elnemn Won Game"
. Dick I,(41)edett ’ince its tlit tarsit v
,
iteel:. made most of his yardagi
Koh.
48
III
11
Amaral_
183
Snyder.
LNG.
187
Fred
’
swochod a close 3-2 win from thti
on -starts - eft tackle-, --and Harry
HariT -entrrcd SOuth-ern- Can: 1:( ;11 At_zgies a t DaViS *0(11104th-1Y.
59 Joe Moulton
71
ET-IR 708 Tom Machtolf
ii St to tell you that fornia in 1_947 and promptly made
will he
61
eituoi,i, IRO). school nipped t hi. 69 (’art l)eSalit
Dick Nanry
204
1.6
It
208
iinesinen were. really openfreshmait Walkevilus
lot ida, in 111 1106 Iliteltentile
206
C
’ 190...Pat Russell
ing tip hides. They -vvre the guys
III I r=i() thriller, kit
he frosh 76 !Eck liardii4
Nvha ae; nal i
won I he t.!ame."
113 NG I,. 206 Maury_ Niiip
squad should i
u nj
for tho
When asked about his nullified
Jim 1,11,11.
227 KT E 141 Ernie Cheat ham
Indians.
TD run in t he final qua rter,
lili
Wiisoti
194 RE:I, 205 Cent. Brit
Probable vaiSity starters are
Harry said hp didn’t renutmber
32
11)
iene, Menges
1114
Q
180 DIM Klosterman
Miner, goalie; Lee. right back;
much. The soft-spoken gridder
Douglas,
’center
21
back;
Hassell,
Duddy
Traina
iitincanelli
145
III
It
168
skip
I
ght I had run about
said, I ti
left’ back; Hamilton, right for214
22, Cathy Ilentionsa
10 yards." During this particular
160 KT!. 1145 Neil Ferris
ward ; rtistal. cent or forward;
phase of the game Hurry was
31’
Harry Iiiek
212 George-"Musaietto
18-1’
F
:did Milk%
loft forward.
visually a tired, warn -out foot198
190
Team Weight
ball player; he had already car.205107
- Eine
ried the ball. oter 20 times!
Harry’s birth
No boy wond
168,_
Backs
186
. _
certificate says he’s 26 years old.
eine 11831 All -State Iron
Irunt.:an 175.1. Berkeley; LH Lief
He was graduated from -Eagle-i Cast It Pt
4168
All SCVA. L in"
-Rorie-high-in-Los -Angeles- in 1941.
While there he lettered in footSan Jose State college freshmen All-PAE trom Burlingame: IT Campbell: RI I Steve Casady (171.
ball. track, and baseball.
will carry the gridiron wars to Jim Jerner 1205 ) Turlock: RE A II -Conference front Mt reed; Yr,
Burnett I 1951 All- N:ort h Jack Kennedy 1215), All ay.
Weighing only 160 lbs. at the
UniversitY of San Francisco fresh
from Turlock.
time, Harry was a standout tailt o in o r r o w aftei noon at 9,31, Coast front Turlock QB I .a
back in a single Wing defense.
o’clock, When the two teams w illWas a Tailback
do battle at St. Ignatius hi:z,h
From high school Harry went
school in the Bay city-. to Glendale JC where he again
The contest will pit ’a stronger,
played tailback.
more experienced USF _team
"We weren’t much good," says
against a Spartan team lacking in
Harry, but records show that.
depth and short on practice. The
Glendale upset the Southern CaliGold and White yearlings have
fornia frosh, 7 to 6, in 1942 and
had less than three weeks to preHARRY KECK
a certain Harry Beek kicked the.
pare for their first game.
game-winning extra point.
the first. team in spring practice
Playing on that Trojan froah as a halfback. The following auCoach Tom Cur eton’s probable
were John Ferraro. 1).an FOIL tumn he was cut from the squad starting lineup includes: Left End
George Callahan, and Ernie Tol- to the surprise of everybody in- Bob Fox 1190) All-Valley at Lodi;
man. Ferraro later became an cluding himself. So, Harry pulled LT Dennis Boillard (175); LG
545 S. SECOND ST.
aU-American tackle, Callahan stakes and headed to San Jose,
Hank Sekoch i163) All-City from
made all-coast, and the other
Oakland High; Center Chuck Man Incidentally, Harry claims
two became first string on the
SC varsity.
Gene Menges is every bit as
In 1943-- Harry began a three- good as SC’s star quarterback
year stint in the navy. He became Jim Powers. According to Harry,
a photographic instructor and
among other things he played a "Powers was probably the- better passer, but I think Gene is a
little football.
While at Miami Air Station in little smoother ball handler."
4,10010mailise

Tentative Line-up.. for Tonight

SJS Frosh Meet
Strong tiSF Team

"ST-EAK

SI I

WE GOT ’EM ! !

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSE

ADO triost.c rfget
ALL-AMERICAN,

CHIC HARLEY
MADE TI-CE
rouGavr SCORE!

eltundler’o
e

uo

m

to

ce

("7

eacnia16

599

/47
STAQ PERFoiMrRS
COURT
CD
Tim SPALDING J5if FOOTBALL FAMOUS IN GRIDIRON CIRCLES
COAST-TO -COAST AS THE
BAJA__viters OFFICIAL
BY CHOICE IN THE B1G
COLLEGE &AMES...
AND THE GREAT
BOWL CONTESTS

Ground level view of fashion! Black suede, ’12’1"--

ON GRIDIRON AND

SpALD1NG
TOP FLITE
OPPrC1/11
w NO4

fifie

THE SPALDING
LAST-BILTe)
BASKETBALL....
MADE oVER A PtafeCT
SPHERICAL LAST...
GUARANTEED FOR,
PERIECT ROUNDNESS,
BALANCED ruGHT,
TRur RESOUND

OFFICIAL IN ’50-’51 Rums

IN 1919,AGAINST
WISCONCIN,HE TOOK
A PA5,5,14.1EXTSOYM
FOR A SCORE AND
WAS CALLED BACK...
Arxr PLAY HE IA*
SO To THE GOAL
AND WAS CALLED SAW
...SO HE KICKED
A 53 YARD
FIELD GOAL!

yoga

AtiARE9r

$pAIDO

poo

tied and platformed in black calfskin ... with comfortable
elastic vamp insert. Just one front our big
/A/hidden
of casuals with a custom-made look,
collection
R
budgct-wic, wolldethtl-lew-pfleel--

a- -

/ .,
/ / ’br
’ f-v 1
/.3,/ I.<
xi
’/,-"/
_ N
>6=<-........,

<
i’
-..,,....

.
SI SOUTH FIRST STREET

;.

CY 3-9922

SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Moil orders, include 204 poitaice or order C.V. D.; or phone (nurnter),_.......i

1**11141011*

.
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Dr .Duncan Cut
Has Surprtstng
History ktgle

By MARION SUMMERS
Now that a’ new, gentleman-ofdistinction shot of Dr. Carl Duncan has appeared in the Spartan
Daily, the true story can be told.
Yes, abominable though it is,
that "unkind" cut has a fascinating history. It seems that,
several years’ago, a racial prolem rose on Washington Square.
Opinions were shunted back
and forth, and, per usual, no
satisfactory agreement
w s
reached.
Finally, our -hero, Dr. Duncan,
came forward with a reasonable,
logical solution to the whole
thing, and Daily editors scented a
front page story. A photographer
*as.
was assigned to take a photo of
Dr. A. A. "Dad" McCallum, shown with two friends, is celebrating "Dads’ Day" today in his official capacity as honorary Dr. ,Duncan, and when the ’shot
was developedvoila! The eyes
photo by Haase.
father of 80 Chi Omega’s.
were closed!
Necessity is a wond er f u 1
thing. The quick-thinking photographer inked in a pair of
heavyweight-w r est le r eyes.
!tense the expression which has
brought Dr. Duncan’s family
By RAY HASSE
and friends to grie
Another example if Dr. Dun The beaming smile which replaces the otherwise shy vi:age of
jinX Tif you’re-OM
Dr. G. A. NACCallurn +oda’? is visible evidence of a father’s pride in with us)) occurred awhile back
return for the admiration of his many daughters. The occasion
%then the tower mantle manikin_
spori,nred "fa
II an
r;i.sappeared from the Ifealth and
Day."
Hygiene department. Thanks to
Whatyou didn’t know that an eager alumnus. the ;manikin
Dr. MeCaliam Was a father? turned up in front of it women’s
Well, no, he hasn’t passed out ; dorm at Stanford.
any cigars in honor of the 80
Again, the Daily spotted front
’
las anybOdy s’,01
bouncing Chi Omegans who re- j lEn-a news.
cleaner to loan?
’ fee tr.-WM-am "Dad", hut, says I Next day the story appeared,
A beautiful light blue carpet
Dr. NtleCallum with a bashful [accornpanied by a photo of Dr.
installed in the police
Irs he
gleam in his rye
"I’m proud Di c___m_40,1,ad_jha_taianikin..by the af Mu,
14) have suert lovely daughters
Naturally, this cut could not
1.:111A.c1r.students, but Miss Ruth
and in such quantity, ’too!"
be used subsequently. Think’ of
for
is
appealing
Ocretary.
"(if roui s,. he adds with a the difficulty of identification.
help Tr -keeping it clean. No small back-of-t he-hand whisper,’
"I’m
wonder, she has sent out an’ ap- very
fortunate .in that my paterpt.a!, because the only cleaning
nal obligations ;are not of a mones:talitanent owned by the office is tary nature."
a whisk brown
Dad NlcCallum feels, however.
"1 was very happy with the t hat "1)ad’s
gay" could prove
LONDON. Oct. 12 (UP) Two
Miss
Marsh
ex-barracks ,office,?
quite interesting from the stand- inventors. one
.of them a Polish
claimed,.’sbut.when I got around point of a
father being shown priest, claithed today to have
perthe ea-Molls and saw that some of about the
campus by his daugh- fected. a machine which can
tell
offices have rugs on the floor. . ters.
.:
aviwi hoe a a --unborn Child - is -sr -boy.
wt. J. just couldn’t feel _up_ to par.
In explaining -how he became
or a girl.
Then one ’morning whet) I cattle; known
as.Dati to. such a cross
to work, I pushed open the Office
r.ection of feminine pulchritude.
Radio Mechanic F. J. ;Billingdoor and there it was- fhat beau- Dr.
McCalium logically points ton. who built the gadget in his
idol rug - just what I wanted. .
to the fact that he married a shop at Kingskerswell, said he
"Beside it on the floor was a
Chi Omegan. -Mrs. McCallum, made secret tests on pregnant
little note from the class pre- he
nap4 sai
says. had heels
WRIP14441
th
proverti
senting the rug to me. Come penpls
user to the, group for some him right every time.
think that tI wanted it just so I,
time, and, as a result, he found
could ’put the boys on the carFaiher A. J. K. Glazewski, pahimself lending a hand whenpet’. but I couldn’t really do thatl
ever tasks as MM. demanding dre at a Polish hostel, said he
- not now anyway.
masculine attention. The ,.step helped Billington perfect the ma"I really do appreciate the, of becoming official Dad na- chine.
thoughtfuthess of the class." Ruth, turally followed.
"A lot of expectant mothers
sighed, "hut now I need Some sort
Having thus gravitated to fathof cleaner other than our poor erhood by popular aciaim, Dad dropped in my shop over the last
little whisk broom. ,Do you suppse McCallum is looking forward to year and a half." Billington said.
somebody might bring us a vac- gaining a considerable number of "Unknown to them, I switched. on
uum or even a carpet sweeper! sons as wellsons-in-law. that -is. my gadget, took a wek at the
radar screen and jotted down my
to use?"
This is the. expectant attitude of finds.
the shy faculty member in re"I. checked my record after the
spect to ’Chi Omega Knights, an
organization to which he refers as baby was born. I scored a bullsthe "humble after-date fratern- eye every time."
ity originally established at_Stan.
MAGAZINES
"radio’ repairman said the
ford university by males perched
TOBACCOS
idea behind the machine was to
around
the
sorority
on
the
very
GAMES
determine -whether persons were
brink of -nrat-rImarry."--healthy or ill and that the sex-determining angle sort of crept in.

’Dad’ McCallum Displays
Fatherly Pride in ’Daughters’

Whisk Broon! Vol
Enough for Carpet

Machine Reveals
Inborn’s Sex

CIRCUS
SMOKE SHOP

CIRCUS
RESTAURANT

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
HOME COOKING

CIRCUS
BARBER SHOP

School for Scandal

D

Nov. 2-34-6-7

For a satisfactory haircut,
try on. of ours.
CASPER COFFERO, Prop.

’

UNK
IERKS
ELICIOUS

THE CIRCUS

ONUTS
AILY

4th & Santa Clara

Hand -Woven Imported
only 49.50
only 45.00

Be sure to drop in and see them at

Otto qalbraitit
22 W. San Antonio

The eider Slater is pointing out an error in grammar that
Mark has committed.
Mark’s newsw riling is not too good as yet for he was flunked
out of a reporting I ’4114% oar. day, because he failed to report s
thing urgent.
Mark eats like a hull dog, and alms as pre., nts a bold
-fare.
_
ad-h wants laid out,
-mornings-when he tells-e.type of tne
Mark lives at Spartan City with ’his mother and father, Ruth
and Homer Slater.
Ile was born Oct. ’39, 1918, is eighimi I ihs.. 3 oz. After being
in an incubator for two weeks, he is as allou pit to all home.
Today he wsligiss 2i-4hrs.-.sat h
are planning to attend "Dads’ Night" at the Spartan -Loyola game
photo by Arena.
tonight at Spartan Stadium.

Luscious Lip Stick
Marks Dr.Sweeney
Dr. William 5.Y.Yceney of the
Education department had some;
tall explaining to do recently’
when he apwared with a luscious cupid’s bow appliqued in lipstick across the back of his jacket.
It seems that Dr. Sweeney and
Dr. Gertrude _Cavins_ (former
Gert Witherspoon) were classmates at San Jose State college
td since theti; Dr.
back in --1929,
Cavins has done a bit of experimenting with cosmetics.
The inference is pretty plainy
Lipstick will be lipstick.
But, as Dr. Sweeney claimed,
"Whoever it was who left the
mark was chasing me!"
Isn’t that just like a man?

CYpress 4-8768

The ideal spot for
those Sunday meals."
You’ll agree after your
first trip to the
Barrel House,

How does the machine determine whether an unborn child will
be a boy or a girl? Billington
won’t tell.

DINAH’S 95

."Medical etiquette,’ he explained.

ornplete
Fried
Dinners
Chicken
including
Dessert

STRATHMORE
PAPERS
Student Water Color Pape- .
I8c sheet
I -ply 20c sheet
2-ply
40c sheet
sheet
3 -ply 60c
4 -ply
80c sheet
Charcoal 8c sheet

"I’ve Found If!

Billington
said his machine
could not diagnose a specific illness but. it might be useful to
doctors in determining the genrat Mnditions of a patient.

THIS WEEK’S BEST BUY!!
HARRIS TWEED SUITS
HARRIS TWEED TOP OATS

"Healthy persons radiate rays
, of electrical energy which ’can be
I picked up on my machine from a
I distance of 21 inches," he said.
"’Anyone who has something
wrong with him radiates weaker
rays
e
and I can tell by the flickerings, on the screen that he is
not well."

For "Dads’ Day" the youngest pre.iregistrantl for the SJs
journalism department, Mark II, stater. 2, is shown with ht.. father,
Homer L. Slater, senior journalism major.

HOT TURKEY PLATE
SWISS STEAK

75c
60c

The Sarre! liou-oe
131 West Santa Clara

.

While the Farallon Islands are
a part of San Francisco, no city
official may set foot on them without permission from the lighthouse
superintendent.

34S S. P.IFIST ST. .3; CY 3-7007

SUNDAY THRU WED.!
INT
DOROTHY

LANCASTER McGUIRE

I " COMPANION HIT!
mcDowait
Roddy

Jeff Donnell
dLye Talbot

3

TILL
5
PM
I

TILL
5 P.M. 1

Am Force Makes
New Training Rule

Friday, October 13. 1950

TYRONE POWER

r4eBIACK ROSE
COLOR By

TIOINICO,LOR

ORSON VVIL

STARTS

SUNDAY!

WIL IAMSs

JOHNSON

"111111111=1111111111MI

FRI., SAT. - OCT. 13, 14

"3 Little Words"
Red Skelton, Fred Astaire

"Coroner Creek"
SUN., MON., TUES.-Oct. 15, 16, 17

"The Men"
Marlon Brand, Teresa

Wright

-plus--

"The Awful Truth
Cary Grant, Irene Dunne

-ADMISSION 50c-

Make the Mayfair
Theatre S.J.S.’s
Entertainment Spot
FRIDAY, SATURDAY

"CURTAIN CALL AT
CACTUS CREEK"
Donald O’Connor
-plus-

"JOHNNY HOLIDAY"
With William Bendis
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

"WHERE THE
SIDEWALK ENDS"
Dana Andrews, Gene Tierney
-plus-

"LOVE THAT BRUTE"

Paul Douglas, Cesar Romero

Your Best Show Value
MAYFAIR
-ADMISSION 50c-

Seas starts 4.
Si DUO

Cv4-111143

THEATRE

SoFir0EABooS
(OS Oros Oroundl)

T

CHNI

L

.111.

1"111.4.,,2111.1k.
1

Cecile Aubry

2o, with Jack Hawkins
Michael Rennie

Discussion Starts On Hooters* Train *WI

Randolph Scott
in
"FRONTIER MARSHALL"

’[lie Touters’ t rain committee for:
the COP fiiotball game will meet
the Sitaient Union Vednesclay,
(41. 1S, at 1:30- p.m., according to
John Melindas, chairman of the
committee.
All organizations inte;Nsted in
ing
e;,r
s..etion of the
o be.PreNent.

FEATURING
1 -Free Parking

-

rules governing the
trip and re.:poilsibilities of organi1ions reserving_ space-fee-thent
selves and their friends will take
.placv. .6
All interested students are invite
lindas.

--:Apiaamiamazatst,A,

D1SCUSS1011 01

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

11

"DRIVE-IN

Under a revised ruling of . the
Air Force department, seniors in
the Air ROTC program may now
apply for pilot training 180 days
prior to graduation. The previous
ruling held applicants to within 90
days of completion of college work.
Qualified studen:s interested in
the flight training may contact
Major HoWard Brown in 1382.
Physical examinat ions_ .for -basic
Air RO’TC students were given
last night. in the college health office, from 7-9 p.m.. Students in
the-advanced program are rveeiving examinations at Moffett Naval

Car ar044-g-keil

400 SOUTH 111 ST. PhoneMaiw4.0081

SPARTAN DAILY

Poviress Tries to Get
Historian for Speech

3-Harmonious
Atmosphere

C onstrction
u
on widening of.
the sidewalk in front of t
qua
s see uled to be
completed next week. Replacing
the former 7 -toot sidewalk, the
new pathway will be 14 feet

4-World’s Finest
Air Conditioning

wide.

There wilt be a 3-toot
wall built along__Lho
north side of the science building walk.’
-photo by Gagnon.

5 -Most Modern
Body Form
Seats
6-Finest in
Motion Pic Cure Sound &
Projection

Classified Ath

Announcements

Tau Delta Phi: Meet in tower at
Anyone having knowledge of a
12:30 a.m., Oct. 14.
slack sleeve topcoat missing from
the Newman club during dance
Sophomore Class Mass Meeting
Friday night please phone CY
Committee: 2:30 p.m. Monday 4-2384
after 6 p.m.meet in Student Union.
. Lost: Brown key ease containCongregational Student Fellow- ing one key. Lost on campus.
ship: Sundt*, Oct. 13, at 6 p.m. Please return to Information
fellowship supper at church, Third office.
and San Antonio streets. Following supper and recreation will be
FOR SALE
the first in a series of meetings,
p.m.
715
at
begin
to
For Sale, Royal Typewriter.
Brehm Bros.
Spartan (’hi: Dance at Student Used in office.
Center, Second and San Antonio- Fourth and San Fernando.
For Sale, Corona Portable Typestreets, tonight from 10 o’clock to
t,, b. sert,d. wIlITEE-$30.- 1’253 Fremont street.
CY 5-7078.
Social Affairs: Meet in Student
1926 Studebaker 4-door sedan.
Union Monday, Oct. 16, at 3:30
Good mechanical condition, good
p.m.
tires,. very clean inside. Has had
Social Affairs Decorating Com- only oh-e own4. Full price, $55.
mittee: 3:30 p.m. today meet in Winters Motors. Phone CY 4-7941.
Student Union.
For sale: 1939 Packard 6 FourDoor Sedan. Radio, heater, good
Art Students: Craft projects and rubber.
$350 caSli. Call CY 4-3159.
puppets will be returned after 1:30
For
male
by original owner
A8.
in
16,
Oct.
Monday,
p.m.
’49 Dodge roadster, 1800 miles
Radio $1850.
THr \A/C(1’
BEST
2’41 Chrysler Royal Coupe. $650
Both clean, excellent condition.
7;0 Northrup street.
-Good used Tennis Rackets.
Racket restringing and repairs.
THEATER
AMUSEMENT
DRIVE IN s
Dink Johnson Tennis Shop. 58 S.
v.4 ,41
streff.7
ALMAAN
’Students: Invest your room and
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
board. Sale 14 ft. trailer, aluminum insulated, double inner spring
bed, butane stove and oven, cushGlenn Ford, Valli
ioned dinette. Used very little. I
-plusCY 8-2267.
"PRIDE OF THE YANKEES"
Clasalcal record albums. Almost
new.
Also singles half price.
SUNDAY, MONDAY
CLayborne 8-2267.
WANTED
Light Car Wanted. Must be in
perfect running order. Will go up
to $250. Phone CY 3-9972. 294 S
Eighth street.

GRAND
OPENING

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Donald O’Connor

OCT. 18

"Curtain Call At
Cactus Creek"
-andGlenn Ford, Valli

"THE WHITE TOWER"
STARTS SUNDAY
Clifton Webb, Shirley Temple

"Mr. Belvedere
Goes To College"
=plusRobert.. Young, Maureen O’Hara,
Clifton Webb

"SITTING PRETTY"

PALO
ALTO
m. Sa04, of

DRIVE-IN
on Bayikea

UniversItr

STUDENT PRICES NOW IN EFFECT
Must Have Student Body Card
FRI., SAT. - OCT. 13, 14
Donald O’Connor in

"Curtain Call At
Cactus Creek"
-plusFred Astaire, Rita Hayworth
"You Were Never Lovelier"
SUN., MON. - OCT. 15, 16

"The Black Rose"
In Technicolor
Tyrone Power, Orson Welles
-PlusWalt Disney’s

"BEAVER VALLEY"

lo.verybody Happy?
That tag line means just one
Mint. ’Ted Le*fs. his clarinet, battered top hat, orchestra And world
famous show is coming to town.
He is scheduled to play a special
one-night engagement Friday evening, Oct. 20, at the San Jose
Civic auditorium.
Lewis, veteran of show business’
for 30 years. still retains his
"magic touch". Music for dancing
will start the evening’s festivities
at 9 p.m

N

5F1P7ST ST.

CY
1,5.9579
* *

FREE

"White Towel:"

-plus-Second Feature to be Announced

2-Luxurious
Appointments

--.111111

British historian Arnold_ To,yn,
bOº recently arrived in this country, will deliver a lecture at Stanford university. Monday. Oct._ 16.
FOR RENT
Negotiations are being conducted
by Dr. William Poytress, Social
Room and Board. Clean home.
Science department head at SJS to
315 S. 17th street. For male stusecure Dr. Townbee’s services for dent.
a lecture engagement here at San
Private or double rooms with or
Jose State.
without use of kitchen. 265 N.
Fifth street.
Nice room for college man.
Community kitchen. 337 S. 13th
or call CY 3-0474. $23 per month.
For two men. Nice room, reIndustrial Arts Majors and fined
home, all linens furnished.
Minors: Ifyou plan to do student $5
each per week. 278 N. Nin.
teaching Winter quarter meet in CY
3-5955.
department lecture room WednesRoom
for Rent. Two men studay, Oct. 18, at 10:30 a.m.
dents.
340 S. 13th st ice t.
Veterans: Friday, Oct. 20, is the CY 3-0794.
last 0.y to purchase books and
LOST AND FOUND
supplies.

"Skipper Surprised
His Wife"

1

6 PM. VICTORY PARKING Lt.;1
SHOWING

PAO\ 1041.7 AFTER

FIRST

SAN

TWO EXCITING

STARS IN A POWERFUL DRAMA!

GLENN

BRODERICK

FORD:CRAWFORD
g00 Viergi) -2nd HitVera Vague
MILLARD MITCHELL
"Square Dance
Katt,’"
Dorothy
(in! Benton
nick
Will
MALONE
MD
WIEN
Gill
i.e.

P1.7 RI

so Row, Fred gels If Rod Situ I MOH SOON
flobabbl by MOH MUIR settee is HENRY

iso a .14 *Moro Re*
-br

.1
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ROTC To Issue
Deferments
.
3prmgQuarter

Student Exhibits Items
in Korea
Collected
One a the

most sir-Mingfeatures -cif ihe new-libiiry-eihibit of
items from Korea is the almost total absence of materials pertaining
to war. George M. Patterson, a senior public administration major,
collected the items while on duty there in 1946-47.
There is an antique or pseudo-antique mother-of-pearl box rereputed to be over 100 years old*
and of the type that is tradition- to war is the copy of a periodical

Instructions for issuing draft
deferments to Army ROTC students have been received by Col.
James J. Flea, head of the Army
Reserve Officers Training corps
at San Jose State college.
Colonel Hea stated that deferments will be allowed students ally given to princesses at birth. entitled "The New Order of
enrolled in the basic military Hope chest items of various kinds Greater East Asia," an example
training program, upon the basis are locked inside and the box is of ’Japanese propaganda printed
of their present work, and suit- buried on the palace grounds un- during their occupation of Korea
ability for entrance into the ad- til the day of the wedding. Or during the war,
vanced course. However, no de- so the story goes, Patterson said.
The magazine sets forth the
fern.ionta Will be issued until - Another part of the collection
Japanese motives in the mar and_
quarter. This will give the stu- k a bust of Doti, the god of hapcites the "imperialism’ of the
dent two quarters in which to Piness. The Koreans, Patterson
U.S. and Britain. It advertises
make satisfactory grades and re- said, have a mythology all their
Vanchtiko in glowing terms at0.
main at Washington Square.
cavil, Including gods of fire, vViimore seriously, tells of the capAfter comparing the quota al- ter and death.
itulution of Singapore and the
lowed SJS -with the number of
Made in the homes of residents Dutch East Indies.
students who make satisfactory of Seoul and included in the exOther materials on exhibit ingrades in basic military sciences, hibit are two lacquered boxes emelude fans, a mandarin coat with
Colonel Hea said, "The quota ap- bellished with peacock and flower
red and blue embroidery on a
pears sufficient to defer all that designs
in mother-of-pearl on black background, and a Japanese
I expect to. But, if a student is black surfaces. An interesting
kimona of white silk with a peacalled and comes to our depart- contrast is achieved between the
cock on the back.
meat for deferment, he will have pale red ’of the flowers and the
Pattersol, who was in public
to he making passing grades in bright silver of the peacocks.
relations in connection- with the
his major subjects as well as millWatched Process Russian -American joint commistary sciences.
Patterson, who had occasion to sion on Korca, said that it was
Final determination of any de- watch the work_ on the boxes, said
obvious to perionnel in the area
ferments Wilt be handled by- -a-"that the lacquer is appliedl hot
that trouble would -develop from
hoard of three men. Included will and followed by the adding of. the
t he drawing of an arbitrary line
be two men from the military de- mother-of-pearl design. The boxes,
dividing the two spheres of inpartment and one civilian college then. are rubbed vigorously to a
I luence.
inst ructor.
brilliant finish. he said.
Russians Peer Rack
Students who are deferred will In An oriental cast was added to
He told of going -on patrols to
automatically enter the armed , the eyes and teeth orsubjects re -1
suppress Communist riots .and of
services for two years, following produced in paint on silk from a
searching the area beyond the
graduation,
1 photograph
that Patterson had parallel with binoculars only to
copied by a Korean.
.find Russians peering back.
Propaganda Magazine
A great many North Koreans
One of the items that pertains fled into the American zone’ where
they were fed and cared for by
the Army, Patterson said.
He
Water colors by some of the
told also of widespread homelessmost renowned Bay Area painters
ness in the Seoul area and of the
will be on display for the first
Armas attempt to set up facilitime Monday in the art building.
ties to -care- for the many orphans.
These artists, belonging to the
About
500
on
more
signatures
East Bay- Society of water color
l
1,
painters, represent the finest cur- the Crusade for Freedom Scrolls I
were collected from the Lotiodinski
rent talent in San Francisco and
the vicinity, according to Dr. Mar- science department yesterday.
!he
ques Reitzel, art department, head brought the number of San Jose
’ State college citizens who in The works will be shoWn for scribed the scrolls to approximatetwo weeks.
Donald Skoro and
. Tlenjarnin gliTinzor. art
Some of the scrolls have not
will prepare the exhibition.
be en collected from various parts
?Stanley J. Lobodinski. newlyof the campus, and Lowell C.
Pratt. who is in charge of the appointed police chief for the St
Car Servicethat
police emits at San Jose
campaign on the SJS campus, ’las
yesterday named his
.After 7 p m askea that they be brought to his St
, office in the journalism depart- issIstant met and squad oft leers,
according to the poliet school
mt-nt.
office.
Appointed as, assistant is Dave
Homecoming
Mitchell, who will also act as
public relations director for the

Bay Area _trtists
Display Paintings

Critical Period IMedical Students
Causes Worry- Must Take Nov. 6
Test For Stanford
-Threats of manpower mobiliza-1
tion for a war emergency have
caused uncertain feeling among
th,Kncinerijg faculty;_department head, Dr. Ralph J. Smith,
indicated recently.
.
At a general faculty meeting
held belore the opening of classes,
Dr. Smith introduced new memben; of his staff, some of whom
were to be introduced for "the
first and last time."
There are ’14 instructors in the
Engineering department, includin g those on a part-time basis,
Five of the staff are members of
reserve service organizations and
in event of total mobilization the
department would be seriously depieta&
"The only optimism concerning
this threat to the department," Dr.
Smith asserted, "lies in the fact
that if the faculty members are
drafted into service, a great portion of our engineering students
would probably also be called.
Therefore, ’ the possibilities of
being understaffed would be somewhat
diminished by smaller
.
classes."
Engineering faculty men heading reserve service lists include
Allen lsraelson, 1 nrAjor in the
Air Material Command; Norman
Gunderson, a major in the Army
Corps of Engineers; Carlton McWilliarnS; li naViiVireiffictik-nt- In
t he civil engineers; Sherwood J.
Brady, another major in the Air
Material Command, and Kenneth
Hogan, a lieutenant in the Navy.

3500 Names
iikT
ow on Scroll

Names
lames
Mitch e ll Assistant
Thstructors.or
F Fall Quarter

af
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HOT MEALS DAILY

75e
1086 E. Santa Clara St.

?Ng Weneer4
FLOWERS MEAN
SO MUCH . . .
angesotthey
mean so much
more ,from

Smc 1885
famous for fine flowers

CYpress 2-8312
20-22 E. San Fernando
CYpress 2-9596
1040 The Alameda

Dane

MI"

1’P

111illInT"g

y

A 11.St

Wi ll

e

-
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First of a planned series of annual Transfer "Y" days will be
initiated on the San Carlos street
turf at 3 p.m. Saturday, according
to’ James "A. Martin, executive
secretary of the Student "Y."
The affair will include athletic
games, barbecue dinner, after.dinner program, and dancing until
10 p.m.
The after ,dinner program will
feature -several types of entertainment, including guest speakers of
import stm,e
Washington Square: Folk and
square dancing are planned. with
Herb Thomas doing the calling.
Thomas is also the chairman of
t he ;luau.. Leona Crouch and Del
Duke are co-chairnten in c:large
of I he s ntertamment program
flids to th, cvent may be lair(.11:t...(1 at the Student "Y." l’;.2 S.

A:r ROTC Brass
Wear New I ’niform
Officers of the Air ROTC at
San Jose State college will soon
be wearing new style blue Air
Force uniforms.
Col. Thomas A. Lee, head of
Air ROTC at SJS. announced that
his staff travelled to Hamilton Air
Force base yesterday to be issued
the new winter uniforms.
"Only a limited number will be
available," Lee said, "because of
the re-activation of so many reserve units. But, as soon as the
clothing supply is more adequate.
the ROTC students will also be
fitted."
Seventh street. and at a booth in
Price of 75
the Library arch.
cents includes dinner.
Sponsor of the affair is the Stu-dent "Y." joint YM-YWCA organization at San Jose State .college.

SPARTAN -DAILY
San Jose State College
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company,
1445 S. First St., Svn Jas., Cel:fernia.
Member California Newspaper Publisher’s AssOciation.

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

e

four squad leaders are Sets.
.The main crojcet on the agenda IJoseph DeSoto, Wes Dobbs, Jim
of the Social Affairs committee Holcomb and Leland Jamison.
right now is the Homecoming Armand Ilaqstrom was appointed
dance, to be held Nov. 10. Theme head of the records squad. Cor_ for the annual affair will be porals named as assistants to the:
’’School Days." according to Lois above men are John Duran, Ivan
Sunnergren, chairman of the dec- Bland, Lawrence Hedin, Charles
oration committee.
Other com- Casey and William,DeLapp.
Lobodinski served as assistant
mittee chairmen are *Janice Evans,
Jill Iverson arid Shirley Hubbard. chief last)ear, and was appointed ,
The committee chose the Palo- to his new’ post by Willard K.
mar ballroom as the setting for Schmidt, head of the SJS police
school.
DeSoto
and
Mitchell
the dressy sport event.
Many of the student body social servedon last years staft.
The. men will police athletic
gatherings, to which admission is
’ an ASH card, are planned by the games, dances and other school
Social Affairs committee. Another fuhetions as well as private af; annual dance they sponsor is Win- fairs. The service is maintained
, termist, which will be held this b’y the school as an aid to the col’year on Dec. 9,at the Civic audi- lege as- well as to give the police
majors practical experience.
torium.
Members of the committee meet
Baby’s best friend is
every Monday afternoon at 3:30
o’clock in the Student Union to
MOREHEADFLEMING
discuss add plan details for cornDRUG C.O.
ing social events.
Presertjition Pharmacists ,
Alice Hays is chairman of the 100 50 255 STREIT
SAN JOSE. CALIF
CYomtss 2-4114
committee this year, and Betty
Ralph is recording secretary.

of
Start Soon

,..
Students who intend to apply
in any medical
for --Airniwiticui
school for the autumn semester
of, 1951 must take a medical aptitude test Nov. 6 at Stanford University, according to Dr. Jay C.
Elder, dean of general education.
It is necessary for those who
wish to take the test to file an
application form at Stanford. The
necessar-y, forms may be secured
by writing the Registrar’s office
at Stanford, Dean Elder said.
entering California
Students
Schools of ’Dentistry for the fall
quarter of 1951 must take .4e117d
tal aptItude lest. theltrat_ one will
given -during- the week- end of
the Thanksgiving vacation period.
The second test will be given during the Christmas holidays, the
Dean pointed out.
Dental schools will send aPPIINatits the forms necessary to be
eligible for the aptitude tests. The
three dental schools in California
are College of Physicians and Surgeons in San Francisco, College
of Dentistry in San Francisco, and
University of Southern California
in Los Angeles, the dean said.

Special Rental Rates for Students
3 Months $10.00Used Standard & Portab:e Machines For Sale
Also New Par-tables
-

Easy

CORONA

Payment Pion

UNDERWOOD ROYAL

REMINGTON

Est. 1900

Free Parking Next Door

24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

Gives NEW LIFE
to your clothes!

"Refex"

Press’ng lasts longer!
Mothproofed!

gadett Wea

Dry Cleaners

25-29 S. Third Street Main Plant
231 Willow
275 E. William
386 E. Reed
1199 Franklin, Santa Clara

CYpress 2-1052
24th & Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln Willow Glen

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Dinners
85c and up

Spaghetti
and

Pizza

Open from 11 Ay.
to I A M.
Cloud on
Monday

Also
Pizza prepared
to take out.

CARLOA,

1.1111YERS

41,./

IPvms,
""a

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET
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